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ranjith also pointed out that arivu and navz are both working on albums for maajja, and will be
releasing them on the same day, while he has to wait for more than a year for his album to be

released. "both arivu and navz have already released albums in india. but they have been released
under two different labels, so theyve had to wait for six months to get their albums released, which
they cant wait for," he wrote, adding, i want to express my disappointment for how arivu has been
treated. arivu has been my lifelong friend. i have known him since i was 11. we have been working
together for over six years. we have worked on multiple collaborative projects. i am very saddened
that arivu and navz will be released on the same day but im not surprised. arivu is an artist like me.

its only that arivu is released on a platform that doesnt provide any representation to any artist.
arivu and navz are both indian artists. arivu has done multiple projects in the past. he is an indian
artist. navz has been doing projects in the past. both of them are lyricists. arivus first album was in

india but in tamil. he has worked on a lot of albums in tamil. arivu has been nominated for awards in
the past. arivu and navz have released songs for other artists. arivu has a lot of friends. arivus has
been nominated for awards in the past. arivu has collaborated with me in many projects. arivu has

worked with many people. arivu is one of the best lyricists in india. arivus album was very good. navz
has a lot of fans. both are very popular artists. they have been working on a project together for a

while. in fact, arivu has already worked on projects with other artists. arivu is not an under-
represented artist. arivus album is very good. arivu is a very good lyricist. arivus album has a lot of

songs. arivus is a very popular artist. arivus and navz have been doing a lot of projects. arivus is one
of the best lyricists in india. arivu and navz are both very popular artists. arivu and navz are both
lyricists. arivu is an indian artist. arivu is a very popular artist. arivu has released songs in india.

arivu has worked on a lot of albums in tamil. arivu and navz have been working on a project together
for a while.
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